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Abstract: The rise of the new media platform provides a new way of information 

interaction, meanwhile people start to express their views and opinions on the topics 

of interest on the new media platform. But there is a lot of useless information under 

big data, for which traditional methods can not extract hotspots accurately. In this 

paper a hotspot extraction algorithm sTF-IDF based on multilevel sentiment analysis 

for big data is proposed, which analysis the emotional information contained in the 

test. The experiment on weibo text set about “The Belt and Road” shows that sTF-

IDF can extract the key information from mass of data and filter the useless 

information. 
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1. Introduction 

Weibo, Wechat and other we-medias developed rapidly with the rapid development of 

Internet economy, providing various ways of information interactions to people [1]. 

Weibo, Twitter and other social network platforms are the important platforms for 

common people to take part in the information interactions on the we-medias, people 

preferred to express their own views and opinions through various media channels. 

The content , published by users on these network platforms , contained people’s 

views and opinions on different events and it’s also the data source of the public 

opinion analysis [2], product commentary analysis [4], product recommendation [5] 

and other working. 

At the end of 2017, the scale of monthly active users on Weibo have grown to 361 

million and users included different age, different estate and different occupations, 

Weibo has the most quantity of active users among the we-medias [6]. Massive 

information on Weibo, published by huge user colony, could help government and 

related departments to analyze public opinion. However, the text data on Weibo is too 

enormous to get valuable information by using the method of artificial screening [7]. 
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A keywords extraction method based on term-frequency , called TF-IDF(Term 

Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) and firstly created by American scholar 

Salton [7] , which is the most commonly used method in the field of text mining. 

Various weighted forms based on TF-IDF are often applied to Internet search engine 

[11] and used as measurement or rating of correlation between files and user query. 

Domestic and foreign scholars [12] have done a lot of research according to the 

deficiency of traditional method in different applications to meet different 

requirements. 

Weibo and other we-medias have this character: large volume of data [13], netizen 

publish tens of thousands of information that have different format every day. Massive 

text data on Weibo also include huge unavailable and redundancy information, which 

makes it more difficulty to mining text information in the big data environment. 

Traditional method could not extract information accurately, so it is necessary to 

mining hotspot information according to the characteristics of text data on Weibo. 

For resolving this problem, this paper presents a hotspot extraction method called 

sTF-IDF, which combined with emotional information of text data. By building a multi-

level sentiment classification based on the belief network, this paper classifies the 

textual emotion into three different types: positive, negative and neutral. In all analysis 

result of each short text, we would get the emotional value as the emotional 

information of each short text. Then we weighted words of each short text according 

to the emotional analysis, especially increased weight factor of text with higher 

emotional value. Finally, in order to weaken the influences of text format, we used a 

nonlinear mapping method on term frequency that we got. Combining analysis results 

of each short text, we got the hot words information through sTF-IDF. 

 

2. A multi-level sentimental analysis method 

Many researches related to text analysis have indicated that text with subjective 

feelings could convey more useful information [14]. Text with highly useful information 

on Weibo usually contained authors’ subjective feelings, these texts convey authors’ 

discontent, misgivings, expectation, like and other emotions. In order to highlight text 

with highly useful information, we added emotional factor on traditional method. In 

order to decrease interference of useless information and highlight useful information, 

weights of text with subjective feelings were added. 

Emotional analysis usually had two main methods [15], one is through statistical 

analysis on emotion terms to analyze emotion [16][18], another is based on machine 

learning methods [19]-[20][21]. Methods based on analyzing emotional terms need 

to establish sentimental lexicon included degree words and emotion terms. However, 

this kind of methods is not only limited to the quality of lexicon, but also affected by 
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local content easily. Methods based on machine learning usually encode short text in 

vectors, then use machine learning methods, such as neural network, to build model, 

finally input vectors into model to train parameters. This kind of methods could get 

more accurate results and affected less by artificial factors through optimizing 

parameters in model. 

Mostly present text analysis methods divide text sentiment into positive and negative 

polarities. Positive sentiment include optimism, happy etc. And negative sentiment 

include disgust, anger etc. These methods could reach a good effect at commodity 

evaluation, user feedback information and so on, and they could excavate users’ 

sentimental tendency about commodity, service and topic. However, this method 

merely could obtain positive and negative sentimental tendency of text, it could not 

analyze text which do not include strongly sentimental tendency. 

Massive text on we-medias may do not include strongly positive and negative 

emotional tendency, mainly included neutral emotions, such as suspicion, curiosity 

and so on. Conventional methods to analyze sentimental polarities of text emphatically 

researched in positive and negative emotion, usually ignored the value of neutral 

emotion. However, most users did not convey extreme emotion and usually included 

objective and neutral views. Neutral emotions were neglected in conventional methods, 

because they do not include strongly sentimental factors, however, text with neutral 

emotion played an important role in mining hotpots which users focused on. 

Besides sentimental analysis methods aimed to the sentimental polarities for analyzing 

text, some researches divided textual sentiment accurately through constructing 

methods with multivariate sentiment. However, results of such methods are confusing, 

because we might obtain different kinds of sentimental analysis results with similar 

text representation. For instance, “Question” is similar to “Suspicion” in Chinese text 

feature, but these two kinds of emotions contain different sentimental tendencies. 

“Question” lean to negative emotion, however, “Suspicion” lean to neutral emotion, 

content with similar text feature convey different sentimental expression. If we 

analyze short text through conventional methods directly, we would confuse the two 

kinds of sentiment. In order to improve the precision of sentimental analysis, this 

paper presents a multi-level sentimental analysis method based on belief network. 

Sentimental analysis methods based on belief network usually encode short text as 

term vectors, then build sentimental analysis model to analyze. These methods usually 

need to define different types of sentiment, and then divide original text into groups 

according to different types of sentiment. Each type of sentiment having common 

pattern to obtain text, which is the basis for sentimental analysis. Among them, the 

method to calculate the probability that the 𝑛𝑡ℎ text belongs to the class l  is shown 

as Eq.1: 
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( | )l

n np p c l T                                                (1) 

Among them, c  is the sentimental label of text. Text which included different 

sentimental polarities would be classified to one class because they have similar text 

structure. For instance, “Question” with neutral emotion and “Suspicion” with negative 

emotion have similar text structure, but they belong to different sentimental type, 

“Question” with neutral emotion should not appear in text which be labeled as negative 

emotion. 

Usually, people convey multi-level sentiment through their text, whose firstly 

sentiment is based on one emotional keynote, then express detail sentimental type. 

These emotional keynotes are mainly composed of three sentimental types: positive 

emotion, negative emotion and neutral emotion that with fuzzy sentimental tendency, 

and each emotional keynote includes different sentimental types. 

In order to describe multi-level sentiment of text clearly, this paper divides textual 

sentiment into two parts: major groups and subgroups. Firstly, analyze the emotional 

keynotes of text through major groups, then further analyze the sentimental types of 

text through subgroups. This method could improve the accuracy of sentimental 

classify through different levels of sentimental patterns. According to the inference 

above, we transferred sentimental classify model into form which is shown as Eq. 2: 
( ) ( | , ) ( | ) ( | )l g

n n n np p c g c l T p c l T p c g T                               (2) 

Among them, ( )l g

np  represents the probability of the n th
 text belongs to subgroup g  

which belongs to large group l . Ep.2 indicates that the sentimental classify is 

composed of two parts. One part is composed of large sentimental classify model, 

which is used to classify text into emotional keynote firstly. Another part is composed 

of sub-sentimental classify model, which is used to classify text into subgroups. Finally, 

we would get the classified results by calculating joint probability of large groups and 

subgroups. 

But on the other hand, text usually include various sentiment. Text would include 

multiple and fuzzy emotions that we can hardly distinguish. If we distinguish every 

sentiment that text include, it would not only increase extra calculation amount, but 

also introduce extra noise because of the subjective errors made by artificial marking. 

In order to solve this problem, this paper mark text in multiple labels that they might 

include. This paper allows text include various sentiment simultaneously. Finally, mark 

each text in a sentimental vector, each dimension of vector presents a kind of 

sentiment, mark each text in different sentimental types. Detailed procedure is shown 

as in Fig.1: 
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Fig.1 Multi-level sentimental belief network 

 

When we analyze short text, we divide text into emotional keynotes through major 

sentimental classify model to get the confidence of sentimental keynotes. Then divide 

text into sentimental types through sub-sentimental classify model to get the 

confidence of sentimental types. This sentimental analysis could decrease correlation 

of different sentimental keynotes and increase the accuracy of sentimental analysis. 

 

3. Hotspot extraction method sTF-IDF 

With the huge and redundancy data on the era of big data, traditional methods could 

not meet the demands of big data analysis. In order to excavate more useful and 

critical information from huge text data of different format, this paper presents an 

improved method called sTF-IDF. sTF-IDF method is based on traditional TF-IDF 

method and combined with multi-sentimental analysis, detail is shown as Fig.2. 
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Fig.2 Schematic view of sTF-IDF 

 

We can define the weight of a word according to term frequency( tf ) and inverse 

document frequency( idf ) which are shown as Eq.3: 

i i itf idf tf idf                                                      (3) 

Among them, i
i

k

k

n
tf

n



 presents term frequency of the thi  term, in  presents number 

of frequency of the thi  term that appears in short text, iidf  presents inverse document 

frequency of the thi  term. 

Large researches about sentimental analysis of text have indicated that, text with 

different emotion could convey different information value. In order to distinguish 

value contribution of different text, this paper adds calculation about sentimental 

polarities on traditional term frequency calculation methods. Before analyze text, we 
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process text on Weibo with segmentation, then use vector space model to cast each 

text as a vector. Input vector to multi-level sentimental belief network model and use 

this model to analyze sentiment that text include, finally we get the sentimental 

confidence vector v  . Every element in vector v  is the probability of text belongs to 

some sentiment, in order to distinguish contribution degree of different sentiment, we 

add a sentimental weight vector   after analyze large text data. We get the 

information value of text s   through sentimental weight vector    combined with 

sentimental confidence vector v , the formula is || ||s v . Finally we calculate 

sentimental term frequency (
,s i jtf ), the calculation process is shown in the Eq.4: 

,

,

,

i j

i j j

k j

k

n
stf s

n



                                               (4) 

In Eq.4, 
,i jstf  presents the term frequency of the 

thi  term in the 
thj  text, 

2|| ||js v  

presents the sentimental value of the 
thj  text, 

2|| ||  presents norm L2. 

Massive text data on Weibo do not have fixed format, the global characteristics of a 

term could not be expressed by directly addition. Because TF is the result of 

normalization processing, terms appeared in short text would get high value of term 

frequency easily and it’s hard to display importance of terms in long text. Considering 

of problem above, this paper maps the calculation results 
,i jstf  which varies 

comparatively great to a relatively small range by using nonlinear function in order to 

reduce difference between high term frequency and low term frequency. We get the 

final value 
istf  of the 

thi  term by summing value 
istf  in each text, the calculation 

process is shown in the Eq.5: 
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,

log( ) log( )
i j
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                                        (5) 

 

4. Numerical experiment 

In this section, we would test the effectiveness of our method by analyzing content 

related to “The belt and road” on Weibo. “The belt and road”, short for “The Silk Road 

Economic Belt” and “21st-Century Maritime Silk Road”, is the new model of 

globalization advocated by China. “The belt and road” aims at bringing benefit to 

initiatives proposed by countries along the sections of the “The Silk Road Economic 

Belt”. In order to obtain and analyze people’s demands and provide government public 

opinion closing to fact, this paper scraped text data in the first half of 2017 related to 

“The belt and road” from Weibo, then used conventional method and sTF-IDF 

algorithm to analyze respectively. 
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4.1 Sentimental analysis of Weibo text data 

In the era of big data, we would face more difficulties, on the one hand, text data do 

not have unified format, on the other hand, many text data are the statement or 

repeat of current experience which are redundancy and unavailable and do not provide 

too much reference value. 

This paper used multi-sentiment belief network to analyze text data related to “The 

belt and road”, which are published on Weibo in the first half of 2017, then we 

summarized the sentimental value of text data. Text include stronger sentimental 

value, the sentimental value is higher. This paper summarized the percentage of text 

that had different sentimental value respectively, the result is shown as Fig.3. From 

Fig.3, the result indicates that most sentimental value of text are surrounding value 0, 

these texts are mainly composed of advertisements and reshares which do not have 

too much reference value. Therefore, we remove redundancy and useless text data 

before we extract key information, and increase the weights of text which include high 

sentimental information, so as to obtain more useful information. 

 

Fig.3 Sentimental analysis of text on Weibo 

 

4.2 Extract key information from Weibo 

In order to compare sTF-IDF algorithm and traditional TF-IDF algorithm, this paper 

used two methods to analyze content about “The belt and road”, which are published 

on March 6 2017, the result is shown as Table.1. 

 

Table.1 Keywords of sTF-IDF and TF-IDF 

sTF-IDF TF-IDF 

keyword weight keyword weight 

understand 3.1470 China 10.117 

Two sessions 1.3430 Two sessions 4.9979 

region 1.1666 Wang Kai 4.8734 

China 1.0109 country 4.4156 

build 0.7258 forum 4.0993 

Korea 0.7188 city forum 3.9199 
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economics 0.6141 development 3.8698 

reform 0.4678 City 3.8278 

supply 0.4305 source 3.2373 

development 0.4190 strategy 3.0877 

integrate into 0.4180 follow 3.0440 

plate 0.4099 plate 2.9433 

He Lifeng 0.3902 economics 2.8930 

reform of state-

owned enterprises 
0.3666 cooperation 2.8918 

world 0.3559 reform 2.8681 

mixed modification 0.3404 international 2.5616 

 

Compared the result of improved algorithm sTF-IDF with TF-IDF, we found that 

improved sTF-IDF algorithm extracted “government work report”, “region”, “He 

Lifeng”, “Korea” and other keywords. This paper analyzed hot spot events which each 

keyword represented through searching related text on Weibo: 

“Region”: “The belt and road” is the most concerned topic on the 12th National People’s 

Congress of the People’s Republic of China on March 5 2017, and the key regions of 

“The belt and road” on the congress are: Xinjiang, Xiamen and Xi’an. 

“Korea”: China hosted the Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation (BRF) 

in Beijing on 14-15 May 2017, but Korea is not invited. Meanwhile, “Sade system” led 

to tension between China and Korea. 

“Report On The Work Of The Government”: Premier Li Keqiang reported the work of 

the government on March 5 2017, “The Belt and Road” was mentioned five times 

during the report, which indicated that the government pay attention to “The Belt and 

Road”. 

“He LIfeng”: Director of national development and reform commission He Lifeng made 

comments on the development status and prospect for future development of “The 

Belt and Road” during the Press Conference on Beijing Media Centre Hotel on March 

6 2017. 

From the analytical result of sTF-IDF, we found that improved algorithm sTF-IDF could 

obtain more useful information from massive text data on Weibo. Results include three 

core contents: “Three regions”, the comment on the development status and prospect 

for future development of the government on “The Belt and Road”, and people’s 

concerns about issues which “Sade system” may lead to. 

From the analytical result of conventional method TF-IDF, we found that TF-IDF obtain 

content of news bulletin which do not reflect people’s really opinions. Among the result 

of TF-IDF, we found that the third keyword is “Wangkai”, after we searched from text 
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on Weibo, we found that these texts are published according to the topic named “The 

Belt and Road with Wangkai”. This topic do not include authors’ subjective opinions, 

therefore, it could not reflect people’s real situation, but sTF-IDF could filter out these 

useless information. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In the era of big data, the number of transmitting information on the internet is 

increasing, meanwhile, there are massive number of redundant and useless 

information. When we obtain hotspot information through conventional methods, it’s 

easy to be disturbed by useless information, highlighting the high frequency words 

could not mining people’s focus of attention. This paper presents a hotspot extracting 

method called sTF-IDF based on multi-sentimental analysis. We analyze positive, 

negative and neutral emotions that text might include through constructing multi-

sentimental belief network, and finally obtain sentimental value of text. In order to 

outstand text with more useful information, this paper highlight the influence of text 

which include strong emotions and reduce impact of text which do not include too 

much emotions. 

This paper uses conventional method TF-IDF and improved method sTF-IDF to obtain 

topical issues of the same time interval from text related to “The Belt and Road” 

respectively. The experimental result indicates that, sTF-IDF method could depress 

useless information which appeared usually in topic and highlights hotspots which 

could reflect people’s attention. 
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